Wouchuk-Nishihara formula(1997) of RMI growth rate indicates that RM instability is driven by velocity shear left by the shocks at the interface without the impulsive gravitational acceleration. 
Introduction Executive summary
• Nonlinear evolution of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability is described with nonlinear self-interaction of a vortex sheet with a density jump across the sheet.
• Lagrangian description of the vortex sheet reveals nonlinear dynamics, such as local stretching and shrinking of the sheet.
• Theory shows local increase and decrease of vorticity along the sheet. They results in spiral formation of spike and appearance of opposite vorticity sign at joint of mushroom umbrella, respectively.
• We have investigated dependence of nonlinear growth and nonlinear evolution of circulation on the sheet on the Atwood nu mb er an d i ni ti al co rru g ation ampl itud e o f th e sheet.
Outline of Talk
• Shocked interface vs vortex sheet 
